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to be taken by signatory countries (Art. 8–10). Highlighted is the requirement to ensure the independence of state bodies and prevent any 
kind of infl uence on their work and foreseen is the liability of legal persons for criminal offenses. Signifi cant are procedural solutions relating 
to the prosecution, trial and sentencing, confi scation of assets, international cooperation and the disposal of confi scated assets (Art. 13–14). 
The Convention provides for the application of certain legal concepts and solutions such as jurisdiction, extradition (contractual and non-
contractual), transfer of persons and mutual legal assistance (čl. 15–18). Mutual legal assistance includes mutual cooperation and assistance 
of States Parties in the investigation, prosecution and judicial proceedings in relation to offenses under the Convention.

Joint Investigation Team is one of the most important solutions of the Convention related to the investigation, prosecution and court 
proceedings. Concrete measures and teams are formed based on completed bilateral or multilateral agreements, and in the event that there is 
no agreement joint investigations are initiated on the basis of an agreement on the territory of the country where the action is implemented. We 
remind that the EU has adopted a special Handbook for Joint Investigation Teams, according to which ‘the joint investigation team provides 
the best platform to defi ne the optimal strategy of investigation and prosecution’.

Special investigative techniques are an important mechanism under the Convention, which include special techniques and methods 
relevant to proving the most serious crimes of organized crime. Such methods include controlled delivery, electronic surveillance, monitoring, 
covert operations, interception of goods which must be in accordance with the national legislation of States Parties.

Mechanisms to support the criminal proceedings provided by the provisions of the Convention are the transfer of criminal proceedings, 
reports of criminal records, sanctions for obstruction of justice, witness protection, assistance and protection of victims and measures to 
improve police cooperation.

Mutual cooperation of States Parties is foreseen by the provisions of the Convention for the purpose of joint and effi cient fi ght against 
organized crime. The exchange of information is the most important aspect of cooperation which includes operating information containing 
information about offenders, their identity, hiding places, then information about criminal activities, assets acquired by offenses, equipment 
and resources for the execution of organized crime and other information. Among other forms of cooperation important are training, technical 
assistance, economic assistance and prevention.

Republic of Serbia has brought, in the process of aligning its national legislation with international regulations, the new CPC, ZON-
DOSOK, CC, Law on Confi scation of the Proceeds from Crime, Law on the Protection of Participants in Criminal Procedure, Law on preven-
tion of money laundering and terrorist fi nancing, etc. Republic of Croatia, now a member of the EU for several years, is in a somewhat better 
position since it harmonized its national criminal legislation with international standards after joining the EU. So in effect, along with the CC 
and the CPC, are the Law on the Offi ce for Combating Corruption and Organized Crime, Law on the Liability of Legal Persons for Criminal 
Offenses, Law on Mutual Legal Assistance in Criminal Matters, Law on Witness Protection, Law on Compensation to Crime Victims etc.

4. Conclusion
Organized crime, in addition to terrorism, is today undeniably the most dangerous form of crime, which affects all areas of modern soci-

ety and threatens to destroy the achievements of human civilization. Through corruption and otherwise organized criminal groups are involved 
in important social processes and activities, which gives a special dimension to this problem and makes it diffi cult to fi ght organized crime.

In the fi ght against organized crime signifi cant preliminary issue concerns its defi nition, then the defi nition of its characteristics and 
unique legal regulations. Special importance is given to pioneering defi nitions by the American Presidential Commission and the ad hoc 
Conference of the German Ministry of the Interior who established by far the most complete conceptual defi nition of organized crime and its 
so called general indications. Great importance is given to relatively unique determination of the characteristics of organized crime, especially 
in taking concrete measures of prevention and repression.

Undoubtedly the greatest importance in the fi ght against organized crime and its forms has the United Nations Convention against 
Transnational Organized Crime, adopted in 2000 in the heart of the Mafi a in Palermo, Italy. Convention and its additional adopted protocols 
(I-III) are revolutionary documents providing for signifi cant procedural and operational mechanisms to combat organized crime, special inves-
tigative techniques, joint investigation teams and international criminal law and police cooperation of states. The Convention was an important 
source of international law according to which States Parties have enforce the harmonization of legislation and enacted national legislation 
which gave the basis for a unique legal practice in this area. This is especially important today for many countries in transition, vulnerable due 
to lack of democratic capacity, lack of modern legislation, inadequate mechanisms of protection, high level of corruption and other aggravat-
ing circumstances. In this context, international cooperation and assistance of the developed countries are of invaluable benefi t for the entire 
international community in the fi ght against organized crime, terrorism and other serious forms of crime. 

In most developed countries excellent results in the fi ght against organized crime and its forms have undeniably been achieved, which has 
signifi cantly infl uenced the greater trust in police, judiciary and other state bodies. Success of Untouchables in the US and other countries gave 
strong impetus to developing countries and countries in transition to tackle the mafi a octopus. In this sense, for a long time there has been an 
awareness that organized crime is a common problem, and that accordingly, mutual cooperation and harmonized response are necessary.
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DRUG-RELATED CRIME IN SERBIA2

Introduction

The Criminal Code of the Republic of Serbia classifi es narcotics-related crimes in the group of criminal offences against human health. 
Among other things there are also criminal offences of unlawful production and traffi cking of narcotics, illegal possession of narcotic drugs 
as well as enabling others to take narcotics. In this paper the authors emphasize the seriousness and danger of narcotics related crimes, the 
more diffi cult detection and clarifi cation of these crimes and the necessity of appropriate international cooperation aimed at its prevention and 
suppression. The author points out the presence and tendency of spreading of these narcotics related crimes in the Republic of Serbia.

2 The work is the result of the research project ‘Crime in Serbia and instruments of state reaction’, funded and implemented by Academy of Criminalistics 
and Police Studies in Belgrade within the cycle of scientifi c research 2015–2019.
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The representative of Interpol Raymond Kendall said: “Drug traffi cking is in the hands of organized crime ... Interpol has a fi le of 
250,000 major criminals, 200,000 of whom are tied to drug traffi cking.” In fact, the transnational criminal organizations, which now control most of 
the drug traffi cking (Colombian and Mexican drug cartels: cocaine and heroin, the Chinese triads: heroin of the Golden triangle, Italian, Albanian 
and Turkish-Kurdish criminal groups; heroin of the Golden Crescent, etc.) are vital to the global drug trade because they connect the sector of 
agricultural production in the hands of guerrillas and participants of tribal wars, with the fi nal delivery which is left the city crime groups.

Due to its geographic position, Serbia is a signifi cant transit area for drugs because it connects the region from the east where heroin is 
produced and processed and large and rich markets of Western Europe. Drug transit area from east to west is called the ‘Balkan drug route’. 
Shipments of drugs start from Turkey (Istanbul is an important point), via Bulgaria enter the territory of Serbia and using highway go through 
Belgrade, in the direction of Subotica, and then through Hungary to the West. The second leg of the ‘Balkan Route’ goes from Greece via 
Macedonia and Kosmet through Serbia, and Hungary to the west. According to Interpol, about 80% of the total quantity of narcotics intended 
for western market travels by this route. ‘Balkan route’ is dominated by the Iranian, Lebanese, Turkish and Bulgarian drug mafi a. Albanian 
mafi a is extremely active but signifi cant and organized groups of drug dealers from Belgrade and Serbia have also been noted.

According to sources of the Ministry of Interior of Serbia, in 2006 only, about 700 kilograms of heroin were seized, mostly of Afghan 
origin, then 13 kilograms of cocaine, 60 kilograms of hashish and 19,000 ‘ecstasy’. During the period of 2004–2006 about 1.4 tons of heroin 
were seized. Almost 90% of this amount continues its journey to the west, and the rest of it is used for the ‘market’ of Serbia. Cocaine comes 
mainly from South America, synthetic drugs from the Netherlands and Belgium, while marijuana is considered a ‘national product’: in 2006, 
2 tons of marijuana produced in Serbia was seized and it a total of 6,300 seizures of drugs of all kinds throughout countrywere carried out. 
Serbian Customs Administration made signifi cant seizure at the same time, with a total value of over four and a half million euros. 

European experts have realized that the Serbian criminals have established bases in Argentina, Brazil, Venezuela and Colombia. What 
is characteristic for cocaine is that this drug largely bypasses the street markets of Serbia, due to high prices. Unlike heroin, which after mixing 
‘goes’ to the street and there is only three to fi ve percent of it in this ‘mix’ and costs about 15 euros per gram, the price of cocaine is around 
50 to 60 euros. Drug dealers of cocaine purchase it at very low cost from 5000 to 6000 dollars per kilogram, and then with the help of sailors 
on cargo ships they transfer it to large Western European ports such as Antwerp, Rotterdam and Hamburg. Upon arrival in the EU, the price 
of cocaine increases almost tenfold and reaches 50 000 euros per kilogram. Numerous studies worldwide precisely indicate on ‘crime of drug 
addiction’ (‘drug-related crime’), which is mostly pecuniary nature. Drug-related crime and its use is multiple and legitimately connected with 
the various forms of crime, as well as with some forms of degradation of the community.

View of the drug-crime in Serbia

Serbia's policy is aimed at reducing the supply and demand of psychoactive substances and this policy is expressed by the adoption of strategic, 
legal and institutional framework. Along with the offenses that are related to the production, smuggling and distribution, the presence of psychoactive 
substances and their abuse also affect directly and indirectly other forms of crime, such as violent crime, juvenile delinquency, but also begging, 
prostitution, property crimes and other deviant behaviours. This form of crime, besides security implications, also produces implications in the fi eld of 
social and health care, through increased treatment costs as well as social care of drug addicts. Further development of new technologies will improve 
the production and distribution of psychoactive substances, as well as the use of alternative ways to transfer fi nancial funds, which will allow criminal 
groups to impede the detection of their criminal activities. The main route for smuggling psychoactive substances are constantly being changed due to 
the adjustment of the activities of law enforcement agencies, with the intensive use of new transport infrastructures. Since the current large migrations, 
caused by confl icts in the countries of Africa and Asia, go via central Balkan route, this route becomes less popular for smuggling.

Considering the estimated amount of psychoactive controlled substances that are smuggled via this route, it can be concluded that 
Serbia to a lesser extent, is the fi nal destination, but it does have a role of logistics base for organization and implementation of the activities of 
organized criminal groups abroad. Serbia is in a much lesser extent country where psychoactive controlled substances are produced because 
the production applies only to certain types of psychoactive controlled substances (marijuana and synthetic drugs), mainly for the needs of the 
local market, and to a lesser extent for smuggling to other markets.

The areas to which distribution gravitates and the sale of psychoactive substances on the territory of Serbia are Belgrade, Novi Sad and 
Nis (31.5% of total population), as the largest urban centres where most of the population is concentrated. The largest number of seizures of 
controlled psychoactive substances (59% of the complete number of seizures) is done in these cities. Perpetrators of this form of organized 
crime are primarily adult males (94%).

Production and traffi cking of psychoactive controlled substances in Serbia is the most dominant and most profi table form of organized 
crime and the largest number of organized criminal groups are involved in it. Serbia is a transit country for smuggling psychoactive controlled 
substances while in a lesser extent is a destination country and the country where marihuana and synthetic drugs are produced, mostly for 
the needs of the local market, to a lesser extent for other markets. Organized criminal groups from Serbia and surrounding countries join 
forces and participate together in smuggling cocaine from South America. This trend will continue with the constant change of the modes of 
smuggling, by using the sophisticated ways of hiding and modern information technologies in communication. Balkan organized crime groups 
increasingly participate in smuggling cocaine to a European illegal market, which is the third largest market in the world.

Most commonly produced substance in Serbia is marijuana- in artifi cial conditions (‘skunk’), mainly for the needs of domestic market, to a 
lesser extent for foreign market. Serbia is a transit country on this central-Balkan route used for marijuana smuggling from Albania and Montenegro 
to Western Europe. Central-Balkan route which is used for smuggling marijuana is also used for smuggling of excise tax goods, weapons and 
illegal immigrants. Central-Balkan route is being less used for smuggling heroin into Western Europe. Due to the lower risk of detection and the 
possibility of smuggling of large quantities more frequently are being used shipping lanes. Trade and heroin smuggling are traditionally marked by 
strong role of Albanian organized crime groups which control the southern Balkans and part of the central-Balkan route. Production of synthetic 
psychoactive controlled substances and pre-cursors in illegal laboratories is increasing. Serbia is a country where the production of amphetamine 
and methamphetamine has been discovered. Organized crime groups from Serbia directed their activities to the production of synthetic drugs and 
precursors in Southeast Europe and Asia. It is assumed that the increasing threat in the domestic illegal market will pose an improvised production 
of synthetic drugs and precursors in the kitchen-type laboratories which will lead to their lower prices and greater availability.




